
Two worlds, one idea.



To bring together  
the best of two worlds
To combine the advantages into a unique position - this is the concept of Baoli. It 
creates an exceptional position in the world of material handling. The focus on value for 
money is linked with reliability and aftersales support. Practical forklifts are linked with 
advanced technology. This is Baoli: the energy of a dynamic Chinese company and the 
strength of a leading German group.





Reliability
Quality certification from  
a leading German group.

Safety
Development  

of products in line with  
eu standards.

Convenience
A portfolio of products easy

To use and service.

The strength of a leading group

Baoli is one of the KION Group brands. The support of the Group is its strength. KION 
Group is a global leader represented throughout the world with 30,000 employees. Its 
sales and service network extends to more than 100 countries.  
It guarantees reliability and advanced technology. 

Baoli started with a concept, and has turned it into reality. Baoli assures exceptional value 
for money, backed with the support and experience from KION Group. Our products are 
designed to meet European  market and EU standards, as well as being practical, reliable 
and ensuring optimal ergonomics.



Ergonomics
The range is developed  
always with the operator  

in mind.

Aftersales
Products are optimized  

to ensure easy serviceability.

Quality price ratio
Reliable products at  
competitive prices.

The dynamics of a new company

The power of conceptual thinking advances Baoli. Our thought is to understand 
every customer’s situation and application. Our goal is cost optimization without 
giving up quality.  
The result is a practical and reliable portfolio to deliver exactly what is required. 
This is the mission that drives Baoli.



KBD 25+

Diesel and LPG trucks

Perfect for use in outdoor areas, such as construction sites or yards, these forklifts are 

available in the Diesel version and in the LPG or Dual-Fuel (LPG and petrol) versions.

The Baoli IC forklift trucks are designed to provide high productivity and excellent 

performance; they are available with load capacities from 1,5 to 10 ton.



KBD 25+

 Ergonomic and easily accessible cabin designed  
to guarantee maximum visibility, thus increasing safety

 “Full suspended” cabin which reduces vibration

 Great attention has been paid to manoeuvrability,  
guaranteed by the special reduced diameter steering wheel

 Easily accessible hydraulic levers and the dashboard  
with multifunction display

 Engine compartment is made of steel to ensure greater  
strength and functionality

 Maximum simplicity of the servicing and maintenance  
operations thanks to the practical opening to more than 90° 



KBD 20+



KBD 100

The quality of all the components guarantees forklift truck reliability. The perfect 

choice for those who are looking for a sturdy and good quality product without 

unnecessary options.



KBD 50S



KBET 18

Electric trucks

These forklifts are ideal for use both indoors and outdoors; the Electric trucks  

are available both in the 3 wheels and 4 wheels version.

 Extremely robust driver’s cabin providing excellent visibility

 Electronics made in Italy, AC technology for both traction and lifting

 Regenerative braking system thus achieving greater driving safety  
and recovery of part of the braking energy

 Steering sensor and, on 3-wheels models, automatic curve speed reduction

 Selectable driving performance level



KBET 18 

KBET 18



KBE 30

KBE 18 KBE 30



KBE  30 

Lastly, so as not to leave anything to chance, the forklift trucks 

have been designed to guarantee excellent accessibility to all the 

components, thereby facilitating the maintenance operations. 



EP 16-N01   EP 25-N02

Pallet trucks

Baoli’s electric pallet trucks are the perfect choice for use in warehouses and all indoor 

environments, with their wide range of capacities can apply in each situation.

 Long and short tiller models for ease of handling and adaptability for all environments

 High safety for manoeuvres with a single hand

 Slow speed button for precise movements



EP 20T

With regard to the choice of the components, Baoli has focussed on quality, selecting 

from amongst the leading brands in the sector leader: a choice which translates into  

a reduction in the support costs and a greater reliability even in the performance of the 

most heavy-duty operations. 



EP 12WS

EP 15WS EP 15WS

EP 16-N01   EP 20-111



ES 10-N01 ES 12-N03

Stacker

Versatile and easy to use, our stackers are suitable for a multitude of uses, from loading/

unloading of vehicles to storage on high level shelving; they are equipped with lifting columns 

which guarantee maximum visibility and a high level of reliability over time.

 
 4-wheels structure which grants high stability

 European components

 Electronically controlled proportional lifting and lowering system for maximum precision and 
safety

 Robust covers protecting the electronic parts from dust and humidity



ES 10-N01    ES 12-N02    ES 15-N02   ES 16-N02



ER 16-121 ER 16-121

EP 20-120

Reach truck and Horizontal order picker

With the ER series Baoli presents a reliable reach truck to be used inside high level 

warehouses. Thanks to high quality components and very good ergonomic the ER  

is an efficient truck with a stacking height up to 11m.

The EP20-120 Order picker is designed to perform the complete order picking and transport 

process in the warehouse. Available with 1150 and 2400 mm forks it’s the right choice  

to handle one or two pallets during low level order picking applications.



The Network

Baoli, thanks to the Baoli EMEA organization, is the first manufacturer of forklift trucks 

from the Far East that can count on a sound and well organised structure in Europe, the 

Middle East and Africa to carry out not merely market development, but also guarantee 

a high level of service.

One of the largest spare parts warehouses in Europe, direct training of all the support 

technicians and a distribution network set up throughout the territory are the elements 

which guarantee the quality of the Baoli support service.



Service

Baoli EMEA can rely on a network of 

concessionaries who are all carefully selected  

to provide high levels of after-sales support in the 

individual countries. Baoli EMEA itself directly 

trains the maintenance personnel of all the 

dealers in order to guarantee the level of service.

After Sales

In order to guarantee the immediate availability  

of spare parts throughout Europe, the Middle 

East and Africa, Baoli EMEA has set up  

a warehouse in Europe which, with a specific 

area of more than 10,000 square meters, is 

currently one of the largest spare parts facilities 

in the whole of Europe.



KBE 15-18-20

48 V 1 500 - 1 800 - 2 000kg

KBET 15-18-20

48 V 1 500 - 1 800 - 2 000kg

KBD-G 15-18-20

1 500 - 1 800 - 2 000kg

KBD-G 25-30-35

2 500 - 3 000 - 3 500kg

KBD-G 40-50S

4 000 - 5 000kg

KBD 50-100

5 000 - 10 000kg

KBE 25

48 V 2 500kg

KBE 30-35

80 V 3 000 - 3 500kg

ES 12-N02  ES 15-N01

1 200 - 1 500kg

ER 16-121  ER 20-121

1 600 - 2 000kg

ES 15-N02

1 500kg

ES 12-N03  ES 16-N02 

1 200 - 1 600kg

EP 16-N01  EP 20-N04 
EP 25-N02

1 600 - 2 000 - 2 500kg

EP 15WS

1 500kg

EP 20T

2 000kg

ES 10-N01

1 000kg

EP 20-120

2 000kg

EP 12WS

1 200kg

EP 20-111

2 000kg

Product range

Pallet Trucks

Electric Trucks

Diesel and LPG Trucks

Horizontal order picker Reach truck

Stackers
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Baoli EMEA
Viale De Gasperi, 7 I-20020 Lainate (MI) - IT - Tel: +39 02 93765-1 Fax: +39 02 93765-450
www.baoli-emea.com


